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The teacher preferred using students she worked with before.
Answer

whom
I want to thank _________ made the spaghetti pie.
Answer

whoever
The best feature of this conference is the workshops.
Answer

is
That group of editors_____loaded at every conference.
Answer

gets
Wine, along with flowers and chocolates, ______ a welcome surprise.
Answer

is

The verb must agree with the subject – wine.
A lengthy list of chores

her husband.
Answer

confuses

Verb should match subject - list
The dean, as well as the tenure committee, agreed.
have

has

has

have
Answer

has

The verb must match the subject - dean.
The teacher gave identical grades to my twin brother and ______.
Answer

me

It’s the object of a preposition.
Between you and __________, I am worried about this game.
Answer

me

You want an object of a preposition.
Finish the quiz, _____party.
Answer

then

Use then for time sequences.
Her scarf _______her sweater.
compliments
compliments
compliments
complements
complements
complements
complements
Answer

complements
Don’t forget to _____ the correct source.
Answer

cite
She uses a _____bike every morning.
Answer

stationary
After the move, her husband needed to _____ down for a bit.
Answer

lie
QUESTION 15

I was ______ on the beach when it started to pour.
Answer

lying
The old stylebooks have _____ on the table for months.
Answer

lain
She wanted to sue him for ___.
harassment
She often ______ her son in front of his girlfriend.
embarrassed

embarassed

embarrassed

embarassed

embarrassed
He was under the he could skip class.
Answer

illusion
QUESTION 20

Put the award on the fireplace...
Answer

mantel
Her concern is her grade in the class.
principle

principal

principal
Answer

principal
She is a ________ supporter of women editors.
Answer

staunch
The judges must be _______.
disinterested
uninterested
UNINTERESTED
Answer

**disinterested**
QUESTION 24

Please make a _____ about the auction.
Answer

flier
FINAL QUESTION

It’s a _______ of passage.
Answer

rite